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1. INTRODUCTION
This short note considers the usual coupling approach to bounding
convergence of Markov chains. It addresses the question of whether it
suffices to have two chains become equal at a single time or whether it is
necessary to have them then remain equal for all future times.
 .Let P x, ? be the transition probabilities for a Markov chain on a
Polish state space X . Let m and n be two initial distributions for the chain.
This paper is related to the problem of bounding the total variation
5 k k 5 < k . k . <distance mP y n P s sup mP A y n P A , after k steps, be-A: X
tween the chain started in these two initial distributions.
Often n will be taken to be a stationary distribution for the chain, so
that n P k s n for all k G 0 . The problem then becomes one of conver-
gence to stationarity for the Markov chain when started in the distribution
m. This is an important question for Markov chain Monte Carlo algo-
w x .rithms; see 4, 14, 8, 13 .
 w x.The standard coupling approach to this problem see 3, 5, 11, 6, 16 is
as follows. We jointly define random variables X and Y , for k sk k
 4  . w  .  .0, 1, 2, . . . , such that X is Markov m, P i.e., Pr X g A s m A andk 0
 < .  .Pr X g A X s x , . . . , X s x s P x , A for any measurable A : Xkq1 0 0 k k k
x  4  .and any choices of x g X and Y is Markov n , P . It then follows thati k
 . K  . kL X s mP and L Y s n P , so that if T is a random time withk k
X s Y for all k G T , ) .k k
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then the coupling inequality gives that
5 k k 5 5 5mP y n P s L X y L Y F Pr X / Y F Pr T ) k . .  .  .  .k k k k
This technique has been successfully applied to give useful bounds on
 wdistance to stationary for a large number of examples see, for example, 1,
x.  4  46 . We emphasize that it is not required that the processes X and Yk k
proceed independently; indeed, it is desired to define them jointly so that
their probability of becoming equal to each other is as large as possible.
 .When constructing couplings, instead of establishing condition ) di-
rectly, one often begins by establishing the simpler condition that X s Y ,T T
i.e., that the two chains become equal at some one time without necessar-
ily remaining equal for all future times. Then, given such a construction,
 4one defines a new process Z byk
Y , k F T ,kZ s )) .k  X , k ) T .k
 4  .If one can show that Z is again Markov m, P , then one can proceed ask
 4  4  4before, with X replaced by Z . However, Z will not be Markovk k k
 .m, P in general; a simple counterexample is provided in Section 3.
 .The purpose of this note is to provide Section 2 a fairly general
 .  4condition ``faithfulness'' under which the foregoing process Z willk
 .automatically be Markov m, P . We note that such issues are rather well
studied and we provide only a slight extension of previous ideas. Indeed, it
w x  4has been argued by Pitman 11, pp. 319]320 that Z will be Markovk
 .  4  4m, P provided that X and Y are conditionally independent, given Tn n
and X . However, this is a somewhat strong condition and we shallT
 .provide an example Section 3 of a common coupling that satisfies our
faithfulness condition, but for which this conditional independence does
not hold.
In Section 4, we shall show that our approach generalizes to a similar
condition for the related method of shift-coupling.
Remark 1. This work arose out of discussions with Richard Tweedie
5 n . ny1 .5concerning bounding quantities like P a , ? y P a , ? , where a is
w xan atom, which arise in Meyn and Tweedie 8 . One possibility was to use
 4coupling by choosing X s a , letting X proceed according to the0 k
 4Markov chain, and then letting T be the smallest time at which X staysk
still for one step, i.e., for which X s X . One could then setTq1 T
X , k F T ,kY sk  X , k ) T .ky1
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 4If it were true that Y marginally followed the transition probabilities,k
then we would have
5 n ny1 5 5 5P a , ? y P a , ? s L Y y L X .  .  .  .n ny1
F Pr Y / X F Pr T ) n . .  .n ny1
However, this will not be the case in general. For example, the first time
.k for which Y s Y will be stochastically too large. Such considera-kq1 k
tions motivated the current work.
5 k k 5Remark 2. If bounds on mP y n P are the only item of interest
and an actual coupling is not required, then it may not be necessary to
 4construct the process Z at all. Indeed, the approach of distributional ork
w x  .4weak coupling 11, p. 319; 9, 15; 6, Sect. I.4 shows that if X , Y is ak k
process on X = X , with X s Y , then if T is a randomized stopping timeT T
 4  4 for each of X and Y , or more generally if T , X ,k k T
d.  . 5  .  .5 X , . . . s T , Y , Y , . . . , then we have L X y L Y F Pr T )Tq1 T Tq1 n n
. n , with no coupling construction necessary. Note that these conditions on
w xT will not always hold; cf. Pitman 11, p. 319 and also the example in the
proof Proposition 3 herein with, say, T s 0. However, they will hold for
.couplings which are faithful.
2. FAITHFUL COUPLINGS
 .Given a Markov chain P x, ? on a state space X , we define a faithful
coupling to be a collection of random variables X and Y for k G 0,k k
defined jointly on the same probability space, such that
 .i Pr X gA N U su , X sx , . . . , X sx , Y sy , . . . , Y sy .kq1 k 0 0 k k 0 0 u u
 .s P x , Ak
and
 .ii Pr Y gA N U su , X sx , . . . , X sx , Y sy , . . . , Y sy .kq1 k 0 0 u u 0 0 k k
 .s P y , Ak
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for all measurable A : X and x , y g X , wherei j
U s min k , inf j G 0; X s Y . 4 .k j j
Intuitively, a faithful coupling is one in which the influence of each chain
upon the other is not too great.
To check faithfulness, it suffices to check it with U replaced by kk
 .because then we are conditioning on more information , in which case it
becomes equivalent to the following two conditions:
 .  .4`a the pairs process X , Y is a Markov chain on X = X ;k k ks0
 .b for any k G 0 and x , y g X , and for any measurable A : X ,k k
<Pr X g A X s x , Y s y s P x , A . .kq1 k k k k k
and
<Pr Y g A X s x , Y s y s P y , A . . .kq1 k k k k k
 .Here condition a merely says that the coupling is jointly Markovian;
 .condition b says that the updating probabilities for one process are not
affected by the previous value of the other process. Both of these condi-
 .tions are satisfied and easily verified in many different couplings used in
specific examples. This is the case, e.g., for couplings defined by minoriza-
 .tion conditions see Section 3 .
 4In this section we prove that for faithful couplings, the process Z willk
 .automatically be Markov m, P . In the next section, we provide an
 .example to show that in general condition a alone is not sufficient for
this.
 .THEOREM 1. Gi¨ en a Marko¨ chain P x, ? on a Polish state space X , let
 4`  .X , Y be a faithful coupling as pre¨iously defined. Set m s L X andk k ks0 0
 .n s L Y and let0
 4T s inf k G 0; X s Y . ))) .k k
 4  .  . w 5 kThen the process Z , defined by )) , is Marko¨ m, P . Hence, mP yk
k 5  . xn P F Pr T ) k .
 w x.Proof. We first note cf. 6, p. 12 that, because X is assumed to be
 4Polish, sets of the form X s Y are measurable and hence T is ak k
well-defined random variable.
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 4  .As for the process Z , we clearly have L Z s m. To proceed, wek 0
note that
Pr Z g A , Z g dz , . . . , Z g dz .kq1 0 0 k k
s Pr Z g A , Z g dz , . . . , Z g dz , T G k q 1 .kq1 0 0 k k
k
q Pr Z g A , Z g dz , . . . , Z g dz , T s t . kq1 0 0 k k
ts0
s Pr Y g A , X g dx , . . . , X g dx ,H kq1 0 0 k kx , . . . , x gX0 k
x /z , 0FiFki i
Y g dz , . . . , Y g dz .0 0 k k
k
q Pr X g A , X g dx , . . . , X g dx , H kq1 0 0 ty1 ty1x , . . . , x gX0 ty1ts0 x /x , 0FiFty1i i
X g dz , . . . , X g dz , Y g dz , . . . , Y g dz ..t t k k 0 0 t t
 .  .Using the preceding conditions i and ii , this is equal to
P z , A Pr X g dx , . . . , X g dx , Y g dz , . . . , Y g dz .  .H k 0 0 k k 0 0 k kx , . . . , x gX0 k
x /z , 0FiFki i
k
q P z , A Pr X g dx , . . . , X g dx , .  H k 0 0 ty1 ty1x , . . . , x gX0 ty1ts0 x /z , 0FiFty1i i
X g dz , . . . , X g dz , Y g dz , . . . , Y g dz .t t k k 0 0 t t
s P z , A Pr Z g dz , . . . , Z g dz , T G k q 1 .  .k 0 0 k k
k
q P z , A Pr Z g dz , . . . , Z g dz , T s t .  .k 0 0 k k
ts0
s P z , A Pr Z g dz , . . . , Z g dz . .  .k 0 0 k k
 4  .It follows that Z marginally follows the transition probabilities P x, ? ,k
as required.
We thus obtain the following corollary, which also follows from the
 .distributional coupling method see Remark 2 of the Introduction .
 4COROLLARY 2. Let X , Y be a faithful coupling and let T 9 be anyk k
random time with X s Y . ThenT 9 T 9
5 k k 5mP y n P F Pr T 9 ) k . .
5 k k 5  .Proof. We clearly have T F T 9. Hence, mP y n P F Pr T ) k F
 .Pr T 9 ) k .
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Remark. Analogous results to the foregoing clearly hold for continu-
ous-time Markov processes as well.
3. EXAMPLES
 .We first present an example to show that condition a alone is not
sufficient for the preceding construction.
 .PROPOSITION 3. There exists a Marko¨ chain P x, ? on a state space X ,
 .4  4  4and a Marko¨ ian coupling X , Y on X = X with each of X and Yk k k k
 .marginally following the transition probabilities P x, ? , such that if T is
 .  4  .defined by ))) and the process Z is then defined by )) , then thek
 4  .process Z will not marginally follow the transition probabilities P x, ? .k
 4  .  .Proof. Let X s 0, 1 . Define a Markov chain on X by P 0, 0 s P 1, 1
1 .  . s P 0, 1 s P 1, 0 s . That is, this is the Markov chain corresponding2
.to i.i.d. choices at each time.
 .Define a Markov chain on X = X as follows. At time 0, take Pr Y s 00
1 .  .  .s Pr Y s 1 s Pr X s 0 s Pr X s 1 s . For k G 0, conditional on0 0 0 2
 .X , Y g X = X , we letk k
1< <Pr Y s 0 X , Y s Pr Y s 1 X , Y s .  .kq1 k k kq1 k k 2
and set
X s X [ Y ' X q Y mod 2 . .kq1 k k k k
 4  .In words, Y proceeds according to the original Markov chain P x, ? ,k
 4  4without regard to the values of X . On the other hand, X changesk k
 4values precisely when the corresponding value of Y is 1.k
 4It is easily verified that, for all k G 0, we will have Y i.i.d. equal to 0k
1  4or 1 with probability . Using this, it is easily verified that X will bek2
similarly i.i.d.
 .4Hence, X , Y is a Markovian coupling, with each coordinatek k
 .marginally following the chain P x, ? . On the other hand, the foregoing
 .  .conditions i and b are clearly violated.
 4  4  .Now, letting T s inf k G 0; X s Y and defining Z as in )) , wek k k
have that
Pr Z s 1, Z s 0 .1 0
s Pr Z s 1, Z s 0, T ) 0 q Pr Z s 1, Z s 0, T s 0 .  .1 0 1 0
s Pr Y s 1, Y s 0, X s 1 q Pr X s 1, Y s 0, X s 0 .  .1 0 0 1 0 0
s 1r8 q 0
s 1r8.
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 < .  .It follows that Pr Z s 1 Z s 0 s 1r4, which is not equal to P 0, 1 s1 0
1r2.
We now mention an example of a coupling which is faithful, but which
 4  4does not satisfy the simpler condition that the processes X and Y arek k
conditionally independent, given T and X . Our example involves mi-T
w xnorization conditions 10, 7, 13 .
 .Specifically, suppose that for our transition probabilities P x, ? , there is
 .a subset C, some e ) 0, and a probability measure Q ? on X , such that
the minorization condition
P x , ? G e Q ? , x g C , .  .
 4  4holds. Then we can define processes X and Y jointly as follows. Givenk k
X and Y :n n
 .  .I If X , Y g C = C, then flip an independent coin with probabil-n n
ity of heads equal to e . If the coin is heads, set X s Y s q, wherenq1 nq1
 .q ; Q ? is chosen independently. If the coin is tails, choose X ;nq1
  .  ..  .   .  ..  .P X , ? y e Q ? r 1 y e and Y ; P Y , ? y e Q ? r 1 y e , inde-n nq1 n
pendently.
 .  .  .II If X , Y f C = C, then choose X ; P X , ? and Y ;n n nq1 n nq1
 .P Y , ? , independently.n
 4  4Then each of X and Y marginally follows the transition probabilitiesn n
 .P x, ? . Furthermore the joint construction is easily seen to be faithful.
Hence the results of the previous section apply. In particular, we may let
 . .T 9 be the first time we choose option I and the coin comes up heads.
 4  4However, it is not the case that the two processes X and Y aren n
conditionally independent given T and X . Indeed, given T and X , thenT T
for n - T y 1 and X g C, the conditional distribution of X mayn nq1
 4depend greatly on the event Y g C . Thus, this is an example where then
faithfulness condition holds, even though the simpler condition of condi-
tional independence does not hold.
4. FAITHFUL SHIFT-COUPLING
A result analogous to Theorem 1 can also be proved for the related
method of shift-coupling.
 4  4Given processes X and Y on a state space X , each marginallyk k
 .following the transition probabilities P x, ? , random times T and T 9 are
w xcalled shift-coupling epochs 2; 16, Sect. 10 if X s Y for all k G 0.Tqk T 9qk
w xThe shift-coupling inequality 16, equation 10.2; 12, Proposition 1 then
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gives that
n n1 1 1
XPr X g ? y Pr X g ? F E min max T , T 9 , n . .  .  . . . k kn n nks1 ks1
 .The quantity max T , T 9 thus serves to bound the difference of the average
distributions of the two chains.
For shift-coupling, because we will not in general have T s T 9, the
foregoing definition of faithful is not sufficient. Thus, we define a collec-
 4tion of random variables X , Y to be a faithful shift-coupling if we havek k
<i9 Pr X g A R s r , X s x , . . . , X s x , Y s y , . . . , Y s y .  .kq1 k 0 0 k k 0 0 r r
s P x , A .k
and
<ii9 Pr Y g A S s s, X s x , . . . , X s x , Y s y , . . . , Y s y .  .kq1 k 0 0 s s 0 0 k k
s P y , A .k
for all A : X and x , y g X , wherei i
R s inf j G 0; ' i F k , Y s X ; S s inf i G 0; ' j F k , X s Y . 4  4k j i k i j
 4 If X , Y is a faithful shift-coupling, then the following theorem cf.k k
w x.12, Corollary 3 shows that it suffices to have X s Y for some specificT T 9
pair of times T and T 9.
 4THEOREM 4. Let X , Y be a faithful shift-coupling on a Polish statek k
space X and let
t s inf k G 0; ' i , j F k with X s Y . 4i j
Then
n n1 1 1
XPr X g ? y Pr X g ? F E min t , n . .  .  . . k kn n nks1 ks1
Proof. Let I, J F t be random times with X s Y . By minimality of t ,I J
 .  4we must have max I, J s t . Define Z byk
Y , k F J ,kZ sk  X , k ) J .kyJqI
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 .  .Using the foregoing properties i9 and ii9 , and summing over possible
values of I and J and of intermediate states, it is checked as in Theorem 1
 4  .that Z marginally follows the transition probabilities P x, ? . Hencek
 .  .L Z s L Y . Furthermore, the times T s I and T 9 s J are shift-k k
 4  4  .coupling epochs for X and Z . Whereas max T , T 9 s t , the resultk k
 4  4follows from the shift-coupling inequality applied to X and Z .k k
 4COROLLARY 5. Let X , Y be a faithful shift-coupling and let T and T 9k k
be random times with X s X . ThenT T 9
n n1 1 1
XPr X g ? y Pr X g ? F E min max T , T 9 , n . .  .  . . . k kn n nks1 ks1
 .Proof. We clearly have t F max T , T 9 . The result follows.
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